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The preparation for undercover work has been an area that has been written about by
professional law enforcement individuals as well as by mental health professionals. There is an
aspect of this preparation that has been neglected, and I have found in my work with undercover
agents that it is an area that can be deeply damaged and the scars left have the potential to be
permanent. The preparation work that I am referring to is the preparation of the family for the
time the agent will be undercover, as well as the maintenance of the family while they are
without their loved one. There are things that can be done before, during, and after the agent
goes undercover to help safeguard the assignment against causalities. The care of the family can
help safeguard against the loss of loved ones after the assignment is complete.
Recommendations for providing support to the family of the agent will be discussed, as well as
what the agent himself can do to help insure he returns to a healthy home life when the
assignment is over.

Many times the decision to work undercover is made without deep thought given to how
the assignment may impact the agent's family. The reasons for choosing the assignment may be
much more of a personal desire than a familial one. Often times the spouse will be supportive of
the assignment in the beginning, but have little or no idea what she is getting into. It is important
in the beginning and throughout the assignment that one word is remembered-communication. A
spouse of a law enforcement officer has some understanding of what the job entails. However,
she probably did not count on her husband being gone for a number of days or weeks at a time
where she is unable to
communicate with her husband and she must run the family by herself. The lack of
understanding that can occur at the beginning of the assignment may lead to deeper resentment
as the assignment wears on and there is the potential for more and more distance to come
between the agent and his spouse.

It is my opinion that a spouse needs to have a working understanding of the assignment.
She need not be given all of the details, but she needs information that will impact her life and
the lives of the children. A briefing for spouses is important to allow information to be shared
and questions answered. There is a tendency for individuals who do not have information in
areas where there is a high anxiety to fill in the gaps with worse case scenarios and allow their
imaginations to run wild. To be given factual information in a manner in which it can be heard
will allow a decrease in anxiety and an increase in trust. The tactical side of the assignment need



not be what is addressed, but issues like timetables and precautions made for safety of the agent
do need to be discussed.

It can be beneficial for spouses to be given the name of the wife of a more senior
undercover agent, one who has already lived the undercover experience and has managed the
process well. This resource can be a gold mine of information for learning how to support
families by the agency, as well as provide support and understanding as the wife goes through
the process. The contact can help to allow fears and concerns to be discussed in a supportive and
understanding environment and provide some reality testing when anxiety and a run away
imagination take over.

As the process of preparation occurs for the assignment, it would be very beneficial if the
agency assigned one person from the agency to be a contact person for the family. The agency's
contact and updates can go far to ease the mind of a worried spouse, and also promote a feeling
that the agency cares for their agents. I have seen cases where there was no formal contact made
with the family the entire time the agent is undercover, or when there was contact, it had been
very sporadic and a new person had made the contact each time. This leaves the family feeling as
if they are insignificant, and their being kept out of the loop promotes a feeling in the wife of the
job and agency as rivals for the agent's attention. Although it might seem a minor issue and
require one more player in the assignment, the care and concern the agency can extend to the
family goes a long way to keep the agent happy and productive. If he can relax and know his
family is well cared for he can do the job he needs to do with a little less stress.

The undercover assignment in itself is very stressful, and the agent has his hands full with
that. However his life does not stop once he is given some time away from the job and has to
return to the family. The return is often a difficult transition for everyone, as the family has
settled into a routine where the agent may no longer easily fit, and the agent has become
someone else for a while and finding it challenging to return to his former identity.

There are two common scenarios that occur after the agent begins the transition between
undercover role and his usual home life. Each scenario is wrought with the possibility of conflict,
and the potential for the development of resentment within the marriage is high. The first
common reaction is for the wife to have taken over most all of the household functions and
resenting the husband returning to the home and taking back what she has begun to make as her
routine. Communication is very important in this case, as the agent's absence may be resented
and the need for control by the wife, a way of handling that resentment. An understanding of the
difficulties it takes to run a home and asking what is needed in the way of help may go far to
diffuse a potential argument. There is a strong need to have some time to talk upon returning
home and for each to update the other regarding events that have occurred while being apart.

One wife put it this way to me, "I had to take over the paying of bills, the running around
of the kids, keeping the house and doing my own job. He comes home after not being there for a
time and has suggestions for everything. He thinks it helps, but all I feel is mad. Does he think I
am doing a bad job?" This is a common problem in all marriages where there is a significant
amount of separation between the couple. It is important that both partners talk about the
problems before they grow to resentments. What can start as a minor irritant, given a lack of
attention, can grow to divorce size difficulties.

The second common scenario occurs when the agent is unable to return mentally and
emotionally to his family and remains "in character" with his loved ones. This is sometimes an
easier thing to do for the agent so as to avoid the difficulties of transitioning back and forth
between the undercover role and real life, but it creates great confusion for a family who does not



know that agent in role. The problems that result from the lack of an ability to leave the role are
enormous for the individual agent, but they also are quite large for the family unit as well. Many
wives fear the new man who has inhabited their husband's body. They married the man who
wore the "white hat" and now they feel as if they have the criminal living with them in their
home. The fear and concern about not getting their husband back is huge, and the coping
devices of withdraw or harassing are ones many wives use to handle the fear and they can greatly
damage the relationship.

Making the transition from undercover assignment to an active member of the family is
very difficult to do. It requires much more energy than staying in role or mentally checking out
from the family. It is much more of a psychological demand but the family needs more than a
warm body returning to the home. There needs to be preparation before walking in the door of
the home and attention to the family once there. Many agents have complained they are
exhausted and looking for a break when they travel home, but instead find the problems of real
life and the family have not been solved while they were away, increasing their exhaustion and
frustration.

It is important the agent prepares for the travel home just as he prepares to leave it. He
needs to de-stress in whatever manner works for him in order to get his focus back onto the life
he has outside of the assignment. This needs to occur before he walks into the house and faces
his family. Many find a workout or a debriefing with a colleague to be beneficial in mentally
preparing for home life. The family does not fully know or understand the stress an agent is
under while on assignment, and they are anxious to see and talk with the agent once he is home.
It can feel overwhelming to walk in the door and be overtaken by family and everything they
have done while the agent has been away. The conscious focus on making a mental transition
can help the agent walk in the door of his home, ready to be a full member of the family.

As an agent works undercover he does not notice the subtle personality changes that
occur as a result of the work he is doing. However, the family will notice the changes that they
see and this can be a great source of conflict in an undercover agent’s marriage. The need to
maintain the undercover role while at home is in itself a warning sign that the assignment is
beginning to run the agent, rather than the agent running the assignment. Most agents find it
difficult if not impossible at first to hear and accept they are losing themselves in the role. Most
adamantly deny it is happening and by the time there is acknowledgment of a problem, the
marriage and possibly the career are in serious trouble. The agent’s spouse can be a good
barometer for the agent if the agent can remain open-minded to taking in his wife’s observations.
It may be difficult to hear and accept, but it also may cut off a potential marriage-threatening
problem.

After the assignment is finished the spouse needs to be debriefed just as the agent does.
The stress of worry, loss of relationship and any resentful feelings need to be aired and discussed
to insure the marriage is as healthy as it was before the assignment was taken. Many in law
enforcement wish to shelter their families from the situations they must see as part of their job.
This need to shelter is normal and natural but most see sheltering as not telling the family
anything. This does keep the family unaware, but it also gives their minds plenty of opportunity
to fill in the lack of knowledge with their own ideas and beliefs, some of which might be much
worse than the actual information. Most often it is the lack of information that causes
relationship breakdowns and not an overabundance of it. Talking with a spouse about the
assignment and how it affected his home life is not something that will come easy for the agent,



but the spouse is starving for the information and will see sharing as a form of caring for her and
for the family.

There are warning signs in marriages far before the divorce is final. Many times both
members of the couple know there are problems, but choose to ignore or downplay them until
they can no longer hide from the issues. The work of an undercover agent is highly stressful and
the support of the family can go far to helping the agent through the assignment and giving them
something to return to when the job is over. The value of this relationship is too high to ignore
the threat an assignment can place on it. Proper care and attention to the relationship can help
insure that the wife is there after work is finished.


